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Abstract With increasing demands for indoor GIS, indoor routing and analysis attracts
attention from both GIS and architecture worlds. This paper aimes to provide executable
methods in GIS softwares eg ArcGIS for indoor path generation and to explore the possibilities
for further analysis. In this paper, two methods are proposed and impletmented: Mesh and
TIN. The Mesh method used a standard-sized grid graph as the referencing network for a floor
and subsequently mapping the movement on a 2D plane to the movement along grid edges. On
the other hand, TIN method utilized the TIN as the base, it generates a usable path network by
appling two customized TIN. Considering the outputs, the result shows a value for both
appling the methods in real use and research analysis of network in indoor environement. TIN
provide a network suitable for indoor navigation but need less storage space compared to the
Mesh method which provide more accurate network but required extra storage spaces.
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1 Introduction

As one of the fastest-growing GIS areas, indoor GIS is booming because of the rapid
development of 3D technology and increased demands from industries include but not limited
to robotics, architecture, transportation, and city management [12–14, 18, 35, 36]. The
applications such as detection of assets and dynamic evacuation planning in an indoor space
are showing the value of indoor GIS analysis [10, 24, 30], and researches regarding navigation
in indoor environment are fundamental studies in this area [18]. Considering the complexity of
indoor environments, indoor navigation faces a significant number of challenges. Some well-
established outdoor navigation methods like GPS are not usually available.[5] A basic indoor
navigation system requires an indoor path network and a positioning method. According to the
real demand, the path network could be generated into different levels of detail.[9, 21]
Depending on the method of splitting the space and levels of abstraction employed by the
user, a path network could either be used as a turn-by-turn reference or room-to-room guide
path [20, 28]. Graph networks are the basis of routing, they are the topological representations
of space, and a path usually consists of a set of linked edges leading from the starting point to
the ending point [11, 26]. The study of path generation generally falls into the robot science
and computational geometry branches [19, 34]. Generating paths requires abstracting space as
nodes and connecting them by edges. If mapping the 3D building into a network topological
system is the goal, the main challenges become the splitting of space and connecting the
subdivisions. [25] GIS software’s has extremely good support for network analysis; however,
it is difficult to generate the path without the road layer. The 3D/2D building data usually does
not have specific road layers to use for indoor routing. [22] Therefore, in order to support
indoor navigation and routing analysis for indoor GIS, there is a demand for simple and
effective methods of generating the path network dataset for architectural plans. Currently,
there is no single software that could produce path network automatically, but several
programs provide platforms for create feasible networks, like AutoCAD and ArcGIS, etc.

Many researchers investigated indoor navigation methods in the past few years. Indoor
navigation can be divided roughly into two categories: (1) geometrical, (2) and graphical.
However, the graph-based models were improved through integrating semantics with the
model. The difference between geometrical and graphical is in the level of accuracy, where
the geometrical is more accurate due to utilizing quantitative methods in determining geomet-
ric path, while graphical methods use topology of premises for planning of the paths in
navigation. For geometrical approach, one way to generate path network automatically is to
use a grid-based graph as the referencing path network. All the rooms and hallways are
covered with nodes and, if they are in accessible areas, these nodes are connected with edges
[26]. Shrinking the cell size and dividing the space into more subdivisions can improve the
graph. However, this method has low efficiency in computation and ultimately requires extra
storage space. Another method available is to use Constrained Delaunay Triangulation (CDT),
which is a generalization of the Delaunay triangulation that forces certain required segments
into the triangulation [3, 29]. For a 2D plane, it could be used to decompose space into
triangular cells. In order to generate a path network, the centers of triangles are taken as the
nodes and connected adjacently [32]. This method is a proper solution for regular shaped
structure; however, for long and narrow L-shaped hallways, it is hard to use straight lines to
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connect adjacent points without crossing the corner walls. In extreme cases, for Z-shaped
hallways with obtuse or even reflex angled corners, using a straight line to connect two
adjacent points without hitting the walls is impossible. In the GIS world, the term used for
CDT is Triangulated Irregular Network (TIN). It is possible to utilize points and lines as inputs
to generate the network. The user can use TIN as a base network and remove the unnecessary
edges after completion. In 2004, Lamarche and Donikian suggested spatial subdivision to
assist real-time navigation in complex indoor environments.[15] This approach uses the
minimal distance between corners and walls, together with Delaunay triangulation to split
space. It then runs the convex cell optimization process to simplify the subdivisions and
minimize the number of cells. Finally, in extracting the topological relations for the space, a
node represents a corresponding cell and an edge represents a segment shared by adjacent
cells. Adding one key point on each edge and connecting them could generate a road map.
This method is helpful for generating a simple path network; however, it does not create
enough nodes in regular-shaped spaces. In addition, it is an arduous task to draw the minimal
distance between corners and walls using common GIS function in current software e.g.,
ArcGIS.

In this study, we investigate ways to implement possible path generation methods in GIS
softwares and aim to provide simple and executable methods for general use. The potential
applications include evacuation planning, indoor accessibility evaluation, and solving location-
allocation problemsin indoor environment. Bring commonly used analyses for outdoor envi-
ronment and customize them for indoor space is valuable for further investigation.

2 Material and methods

This study focuses on utilizing 2D plane data of buildings, because they are easy to
retrieve and widely used in architecture world [23]. The research data (CAD files) in
this study are provided by Abu Dhabi City Municipality. The floor plane we use in this
study is from a building located on Saadiyat Island, Abu Dhabi. The building data is
extracted from DWG files. The processing software we are using is ArcGIS, which can
read CAD data and transfer them into feature classes. After setting up the coordinate
system, these data are ready for use. Other GIS software like QGIS could also be used
as the basic computing platform, but it demands more customized configuration and
plugins. By default, each CAD layer is transferred into three feature classes (point,
polyline and polygon). However, the layer we need is a so-called B2D space layer^,
which represents the space that moving objects could use in a 2D plane. Sometimes,
CAD data carries errors regardingdoors and rooms, and software such as ArcGIS can
provide editing tools for simple fix manually. However, there is no tool can automat-
ically detect the errors. Checking the properties of doors and rooms could be a method
to use, for example, one door should connects two spaces and the roomsshould either
have a door or a window connect it to outside. This kind of basic rules should be
checked before import data. Figure 1 presents the process of abstracting the space layer
from CAD file. (a) A DWG file could be easily imported into a geodatabase that
represents room, door and wall information as point, polyline and polygon features
respectively. (b) A space layer (a polygon feature) is generated from walls, rooms and
doors (in form of polygons); the available space for path generation is observed. (c)
This space layer serves as a base for further network generation.
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For 3D building data, the concept is similar but much more complex. [23] 3D building
data like Building Information Models (BIMs) could also be used in path construction; [2]
BIMs are three-dimensional (3D) building files that can be used to support decision-making
about a place. According to Autodesk, BIMs are 3D, object-oriented and Architectural,
Engineering, and Construction (AEC)-specific CAD.[6] Industry Foundation Classes (IFC)
is a commonly used file format in the construction industry for holding BIMs; it contains
the graphic representation of spatial objects and their relationships in a logical view.[1, 7] It
is registered as an official International Standard ISO 16739:2013. According to Building
SMART, formerly the International Alliance for Interoperability (IAI), IFC defines data
elements that represent the parts of buildings and their spatial relations. IFCworks as a
holder of BIM data, and the reader gallery in ArcGIS includes it as a resource for
interoperability. Figure 2 displays the imported BIM in ArcGIS from IFC. The construction
of 3D space layer requires the volume information and complete data of walls, and the
footprint of the 3D space layer will serve as the 2D space layer. [16] The potential benefit
is the semantic information that BIM brings [27]; however, the challenge part is the
connection between floors and the solution for unusual staircases.[4, 8, 17] Currently, the
semantic information could be imported via FME glary, but the process for both importing
and utilizing is non-trivial.

The two methods we implement in this paper are Mesh and TIN. The Mesh method
requires the use of a standard-sized grid graph as the referencing network for a floor and
subsequently mapping the movement on a 2D plane to the movement along grid edges.
Fishnet tool is used as the generation method, which is a common tool in current GIS software
for grid network generation e.g., ArcGIS Fishnet tool (ArcGIS online help, 2014). It automat-
ically generates and connects the critical space points on a floor, since cells in this network

Fig. 1 Import CAD data and extract the space information
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share the same size and shape. After selecting necessary parts and converting the side edges
into line segments, the fishnet becomes an effective path network for the floor.

The macro design for the TIN is similar to the Mesh, but instead of using standard grids for
generating critical points in space, we use a customized TIN to find out the critical turning points in
space and another one for path generation. The TIN method involves mapping the movement on a
2D plane to the movement along TIN edges using TIN graphs. In addition, In order to solve the
narrow Z-shaped hallway problem in the TIN approach, the center points of the first TIN edges that
were not on the walls were included as part of the nodes in the final network. The work in this paper
is similar to that performed by [33, 34] in: (1) dividing space in a floor, (2) and in creating connections
using the center of triangle. Even though the existing of similarities, the work in this research is
advanced and differentiated in, (1) utilizing additional internal sub networks through considering the
center point of the edges, (2) the proposed method is definitely faster due to considering less critical
points, and (3) generating TIN and removing intersecting edges with walls which in turn facilitate
nodes connecting. All of these improvements will enhance the proposed model.

3 Results

The outputs from Mesh and TIN method are network datasets, which could be used as bases
for further indoor routing analysis, for example, the study for service areas and nearby
facilities. Currently, tools in ArcGIS provide such functions but are not customized for indoor
environments.

Figure 3 shows the implementation of Mesh in ArcGIS, (a) by using the space layer as the
base, set up a mesh network as a mask, and chooses the same extent as the source layer. The
fishnet tool in ArcGIS provides the basic functions for mesh generation. Currently, cell size is
set up as 0.2*0.2 square meter. The main constrain for mesh method is to set the side length of
the cell smaller than the half of the door width of the smallest doorframe on in a building. (b)
Select those cells that are completely within the floor space layer and transfer them into

Fig. 2 Import BIM data
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polyline features, which then form the mesh network for the floor. (c) After turning the mesh
network into a network dataset and use it as an import in Network Analyst tool, it serves as a
base for routing. By indicating the stops (four stops in this example), the tool gives the shortest
paths from one stop to the next and returns with the total length of the path. However, since the
mesh network is not rotated to match the direction of the source layer by default, the routes are

Fig. 3 Mesh network generation and routing
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not optimal. (d) One could improves the solution by providing specific rotation angles when
generating the network or rotate and move the mesh network by using the editing tool. The
rotation is performed by calculatingthe y-axis coordinate point while x-coordinate is the
original point, and the equation is:

Tangent of angles ¼ x−coordinate=y−coordinate ð1Þ

The mesh network will rotated as demand by taking the calculated y-coordinate as a sub-
input. The rotated mesh network provides a shorter path than the default one. However, the
disadvantage is the generation time, because the rotation process takes a very long time if the
feature number is large.

Figure 4 depicts the generating of TIN in ArcGIS; (a) the space layer is used for
generating the first TIN. The vertices of each polygons in this layer are utilized as mass
points and the polygons are the hard-replaces (each isolated as islands in TIN). (b) The
center points of the TIN triangles and the TIN edges that are inside of the room spaces
are abstracted and group with the doors in form of points. (c) Repeat the same step in (a)
but use the grouped point set from (b) as the mass points. (d) Select the TIN edges that
are completely within the space layer, which then forms the final TIN for the floor. (e)
After turning the TIN into a network dataset and use it as an import in Network Analyst
tool, it serves as a base for routing. By indicating the stops, four stops in this example,
the tool gives the shortest paths from one stop to the next and the total length of the
path. The computingtime for TIN edges for a set of n points is O (nlogn), in our case,
the computing time for two customized TIN is:

O nrlognrð Þ þ O ntr þ nte þ ndð Þ log ntr þ nte þ ndð Þð Þ ð2Þ

nr is the set of nodes produced from the space layer
ntr is the set of nodes that are the center of the first TIN trangles
nte is the set of nodes that are the centers of the first TIN edges that are not on the walls
nd is the set of nodes of all the doors

The property of Delaunay Triangulation also indicates that the Minimal Spanning
Tree (MST) for such n points is a subgraph of its TIN edges, and it means the final
path network could be simplified according to needs and reduced in density for even
more general uses. Furthermore, the Voronoi diagram for the final nodes set could
also be used as a snapping guide for start-end point’s choice given the condition of
low-density coverage of critical nodes. For our case, the final critical nodes set is
(ntr + nte+ nd), name it S.

The Voronoi diagram is the partition of R2 (we focus on 2D plane in this paper) into
(ntr+nte+ nd) polyhedral regions vo(p) (p∈S), for each region vo(p), called the Voronoi
cell of p, is defined as the set of points in R2 which are closer to p than to any other
points in S [31]:

vo pð Þ ¼ x∈R2jDIST x; pð Þ≤DIST x; qð Þ∀q∈S−p� � ð3Þ

*DIST is the Euclide and distance fucntion
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Therefore, any selection of start-end points that in vo(p1) and vo(p2) will be snapped to p1
and p2 for choice of nodes and applied to the shortest path algorithm.

For 3D building data, the same algorithm could be applied on each 2D floor plane;
however, the available features in 3D data are different from 2D, as BIM is different from
2D CAD files. So, the adjusted algorithm in the following is used:

V is the set of all vertices of walls
PW is the set of all walls inform of polygonsorpolylines
VD is the set of all doors inform of points
PD is the set of fall doors’ space inform of polygonsorpolylines
PR is the set to fall rooms’ space inform of polygons
G is the set of all 2D floor plans in a building
NG is the total number of floors
S is the set of all stairs/elevators inform of points in a building
L is the set for holding the floor connections, it is a polyline data set

Fig. 4 TIN generation and routing
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*Note:

1 All input features have the heaight value and are 3D features
2 All the set are the collection of features on the same 2D floor plane except G and S

Foreachbuilding :
ForeachgiinG iistheindexsetð Þ :
GenerateTINnetworkT1 Nodes ¼ V ; hardline ¼ PWð Þ
GeneratespacepointsetVs CenterpointsofTINtrangles T1ð Þð Þ
GeneratejumppointsetV j CenterpointsofTINedges T1− T1

\
W

� �� �� �

Vsum ¼ Vs∪V j∪VD

GenerateTINnetworkT2 Nodes ¼ Vsum; hardreplace ¼ PRð Þ
GenerateTINedges T2ð Þ
SelectNi ¼ TINedges T2ð Þ½ �arecompletelywithin PR½ �f g
*Note : UseNi ¼ TINedges T2ð Þ½ �− TINedges T2ð Þ

i
intersectswith

h
PW

h in o

*WhenPWisdevelopedwithoutconsideringthethicknessofwall
Then; niisthenetworkdatasetforgi
ForeachsiinS i; j; karetheindexsets; i≠ j≠kð Þ :
If silocatedongiwithminimumelevationvalue :
Li ¼ Polylinethatconnectssitothenearests jwithelevationvaluegreaterthansi
If silocatedongiwithmaximumelevationvalue :
Li ¼ Polylinethatconnectssitothenearestskwithelevationvaluesmallerthansi

Else:

Li Polyline that connects Si to the nearest Sj with elevation value greater than Si
Lj Polyline that connects Si to the nearest Sk with elevation value smaller than Si Appending

Li and Lj to set L

N ¼ ∪NG
i¼1ni

� �
∪L ð4Þ

Set

N is the indoor network data set for this building

Figure 5 shows the implementation results of Mesh and TIN methods on BIMs. (a) Use
Mesh for each floor to generate the network for the building, (b) apply customized TIN to each
floor and integrate the final output to create the network for this 3D building. The routing result
is generated from the 3D routing tool provided by ArcGIS, and the shortest path is presented as
a 3D tube with red flags indicating the starting point and ending point. Creating connections
between floors in 3D world is a challenge, the method we used in this study is to abstract
staircases as separate 3D points, and create connections between every single point to the
floors above it and the floor below it. However, such solution is only a compromise in ArcGIS,
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consider the intricatelystructured buildings, better solution is required for further applica-
tions in 3D buildings. In addition, after receiving the routing results, Quick Export Tool
in the Data Interoperability extension package of ArcGIS can export the solution to any
3D file format that is supported by the FME writer Gallery embedded in the software,
commonly used 3D file formats (e.g., Adobe 3D, AutoCAD, Google Earth KML, and
CityGML) are supported.

Figure 6 explores the possiblity of archiving the same result in open source GIS software
like QGIS, (a) the solution of Mesh network and (b) TIN for the same floor. The CAD data in
form of DWGs cannot be read directly by QGIS, therefore converting to DXF files first is
necessary. The routing plugins that QGIS supportsalso requires a geodatabase connection, so,
transfer into a database like PostgreSQL with the PostGIS extension is recommendedafter
create the final critical nodes set (ntr+nte+ nd).

By using the same start and end points, the lengths of the shortest paths which
generated by TIN and Mesh could be monitored and compared. 20 groups of start-end
paired points were chosen in the example which are shown in Table 1., and Mesh-R
is the rotated Mesh network.

Fig. 6 Explore data in QGIS

Fig. 5 Impletementation on BIMs
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Figure 7 presents the plot diagram of the paired groups. The TIN gives shorter
path in length compared to Mesh, as means better choice of paths than Mesh in this
case. However, the result of Mesh could be improved by rotating the network or
decreasing the cell size; Mesh-R is very close to TIN and sometimes has better
performance. Comparatively, Mesh network has the ability to provide a point-to-
point navigation system in space. TIN does not have a high-density coverage of
critical points in all spaces, but it does have an advantage in the speed of generating
and processing.

The difference function based on this test group between TIN and Mesh is shown in
Figure 8, and the corresponding approach equation is:

d ¼ 0:4794e0:358x; ⋅with R2 ¼ 0:78 ð5Þ

For d is the difference and x is the value read from TIN network, the growth rate is
increasing with the increase of distance between starting point and ending point.

Table 1 Length of path in meters from 20 groups of data

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Mesh 3.18 8.83 8.85 10.76 15.16 15.96 20.17 20.99 26.02 29.09

TIN 2.56 6.56 8.11 10.97 14.42 14.42 17 19.48 24.65 27.09

Mesh-R 3.02 6.62 8.49 10.71 16.75 16.75 17.74 18.27 22.88 29.38

Group 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Mesh 30.82 31.45 32.58 34.47 34.78 49.31 60.2 83.91 101.49 111.52

TIN 26.47 29.29 30.56 31.34 29.76 44.06 48.87 62.25 79.76 88.96

Mesh-R 28 26.92 29.49 29.35 28.98 40.37 46.73 61.59 79.09 89.54

Fig. 7 Path length comparison between Mesh, Mesh-R, and TIN
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4 Discussions

Seeking simple and executable methods are the inital goals for path generation in this
study. How to easily generate a usable path network by given accessable GIS
softwares and functions is the research question. Two methods are implemented for
thesegoals, and both of them are effective by showing the positive results. The Mesh
approach provides an equal density grid network for the floor, the generation prcoess
is simple and the final network could be served as a point-to-point navigation guide.
In comparison, TIN method requires less storage space and processing time, because
it only utilizes a limited number of nodes in its constructing network and the nodes
do not cover the space in equal density. However, results indicate its advantages in
simplicity and speed in processing. Once the network datasets are created, the
Network Analyst tool in ArcGIS helps to generate the desired path by taking locations
as inputs. The final network datasets are functional in ArcGIS, which makes it
valuable to perform network analysis. The methods are also valuable for 3D building
data like BIM, the network dataset for BIM could be generated from limited IFC
entities. Stairs are imported as detailed polyhedron features, but their attributes do not
have the connection information that can be used to create geometric links. Therefore,
as a compromise for linkage, this paper abstracted stairs as points and used them to
fashion connections between floors. The GIS functions we used in study is not limited
to ArcGIS, and other open source softwares like QGIS could serve the same purpose
by custimzing the plugins and the geodatabaes.

In general, this study attempts to build a starting point for implement indoor path
generation and routing analysisin current GIS softwares i.e., ArcGIS, by taking CADs
or other 2D architecture planes as inputs. It also attempts to extend the methods to
3D building data like BIMs. The result shows the possibility of applying it to real
objects and the value forfurther investigation. In addition, merging the semantic
information with visualized results would help routing analysis and extend its poten-
tial usages. Another field of expansion iscombining the indoor navigation system and
outdoor GPS system together, creating a seamless connection within a point-to-point
navigation system [9]. At this moment, there is limited support for path generation in
GIS softwares; however, along with the development of indoor GIS, there will be
more applications and also challenges. Applications like instant and up-to-date evac-
uation planning, indoor resources location and allocation, and cost analysis and

Fig. 8 Difference function
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service area analysis in indoor environment are all valueable for both research purpose
and industry software developement.
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